Math Options

Placement Exams
Math Mastery 0950, 0990/0970, 1010
Math Accuplacer in/out QL
Only 2 times in a year, $10 each

Math Options

Tech Path
REAL or Flipped or Online

Math 0950 → Math 0990 → Math 1010 → Math QL

Or instead

HTHS 1108
5 cr hrs
Biocalculations for Health Professionals
Math 0990 next, unless test higher MTWR

Or

Math 0970
Pathways

R.E.A.L Path
Real-world Explorations Active Learning
Math 0970

Math Quantitative Literacy
1030 Contemporary Math
1040 Statistics
1050 College Algebra

ENGLISH
0900, 0955, 1010, 2010
English Accuplacer
Only 2 times a year, $10 each